The HP 3390 Integrator lets you do away with tedious hand calculation for little more than the cost of a good strip chart recorder. It plots any 0-1 volt signal source, measures peak area and heights and performs all standard calculations. A valuable option allows you control of valves or your HP automatic sampler.

The price of automated results has never been so low. Just $2,600.

For complete information, write to Analytical Group, Hewlett-Packard Co., 1820 Embarcadero Road, Palo Alto, CA 94303. Or call and ask for an HP Analytical Products Representative.

EAST (215) 283-7000, WEST (408) 988-7000,
MIDWEST (312) 255-9800,
SOUTH (404) 955-1500,
CANADA (416) 678-9430,
EUROPE Geneva (022) 8381111,
JAPAN (03) 331-6111.
With a range of 0-4000 g, the Sartorius 1203 Balance meets large capacity requirements for weighing to an accuracy of 0.1 g. At only $1495, this combination of precision, capacity and fully electronic weighing puts the 1203 in a class by itself.

Other important features include: instant electronic taring memory; large bright 7-segment digital display; reading stability indicator; all-metal balance housing—all these advanced features are part and parcel of the 1203.

At a slight additional cost, the 1203 can be equipped with BCD output to accept Keyboard Programmers, Data Printers or to connect with Data Processing Equipment.

For lower capacity requirements the Sartorius 1206 (1200 g capacity/0.1 g accuracy) at only $995 or the Dual-Range Sartorius 1213 (300 g/0.01 g and 3000 g/0.1 g) at only $1595 offer similar exceptional value.

For literature, write Sartorius Balances Division, Brinkmann Instruments, Inc., Subsidiary of Sybron Corporation, Cantague Rd., Westbury, NY 11590 or call 516/334-7500.
Basic Tool of the Biotechnologist’s Art:
S&S Nitrocellulose

Research in hybridization and recombinant DNA technology has already yielded practical results in diagnostics, pharmaceuticals, and in the chemical and food industries. S&S products are now being used in key research techniques to develop new microbes that have advanced the applied field of fermentation biotechnology. For example, S&S BA85 nitrocellulose is widely used to screen bacterial lawns for specific DNA-containing colonies (shown left).

Typically, S&S products have helped establish the applications of DNA/RNA hybridization technology. For example—screening for genetic diseases such as sickle cell anemia has become a faster, surer procedure. Or, an improved identification technique is now under development for detecting the toxins produced by disease-causing bacteria.

S&S products helped develop the microbes used by pharmaceutical companies to make interferon, insulin and human growth hormone. And, the use of genetically altered microbes in the production of alcohol for fuel is now being explored.

To learn more about S&S products for genetics research, request Bulletin #301—“Products for Nucleic Acid and Protein Research.”
Meetings.

(Just one reason BIOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS/RRM makes good sense.)

Well over half (63%) of the 130,000 citations appearing annually in BIOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS/RRM (Reports, Reviews, Meetings) are from meetings held around the world — meetings where leading bioscientists discuss their latest findings.

Other reasons?

- Reviews
- Research communications
- Symposium reports
- Books
- Notes
- Letters

Just think of all the important research which is presented at meetings, and in reviews, and in books, . . . While you're thinking about it, write for more details.
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W ith a mini-size LSC vial
An aqueous sample's a trial.
While others are phasing,
This cocktail's amazing.
Yes, ATOMLIGHT® beats them a mile.

New England Nuclear
549 Albany Street, Boston, Mass. 02118
Call toll-free: 800-225-1572  Telex: 94-0996
(In Massachusetts and International: 617-482-9596)

ATOMLIGHT® High Sample Capacity
High Sensitivity Solution

Highest sample capacity.
Up to 3ml aqueous buffer in 5ml ATOMLIGHT®
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EASY TO READ …

6-inch
dial with 300°
English/Metric scale.

HIGHLY ACCURATE …

stainless steel,
shock-resistant movement
maintains accuracy to ¼ of 1%.

TO 150,000 PSI
Astragauge,
another quality engineered,
but competitively priced product of PPI.
13 pressure ranges from 1,000 to 150,000 PSI.

PPI DIVISION
The Duriron Company, Inc.
900 Louis Drive • Warminster, PA 18974
(215) 675-1600, TELEX 84-5329
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ENChemica GmbH: D-60726 Dreetz, W. Germany, Postfach 41240, Tel. (06203) 865034, Telex 4-17993 NEND, ENChemica Ltd.: 2453, 46th Avenue, Lachine, Que. H8T 3C9, Tel. 514-636-4971, Telex 05-621808
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